95 blazer fuel injector

I replaced my spider injector and fuel return lines and my truck is running better then before!!!
The part was delivered in a timely manner and packaged very well, I will continue to order from
partsgeek when ever I need a part! This part was well packaged with fast shipping. Item fit per
application. However getting an RMA number for core return is proving to be a bit of a
challenge. The product was good but it was a re manufactured part so I had to return the core it
should have come with a return box. Took longer than should have. Went in easily and Fixed my
problem my blazer runs like new, I would advise everyone to make sure they also install the
Fuel lines inside of the plenum whenever tackling this, mine cracked as soon as i took them off,
Love parts geek. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Temperature Sensor.
Electronic Control Unit. Fuel Injector Connector. Fuel Injector Line. Fuel Injector O-Ring. Fuel
Injector O-Ring Kit. Fuel Injector Seal. Fuel Injector Seal Kit. Fuel Pressure Regulator. Fuel
Pump Cutoff Switch. Idle Control Valve. MAP Sensor. Oxygen Sensor. Oxygen Sensor
Connector. Oxygen Sensor Set. Oxygen Sensor with Socket Kit. Throttle Body Repair Kit.
Throttle Position Sensor. Water Temperature Sensor. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and
Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Delivery. GB Remanufacturing. Shop By Vehicle. GB Remanufacturing Fuel Injector. Click to
Enlarge. Core Price [? Includes new o-rings and seals made of premium OE quality materials.
Includes application specific technical bulletin, where applicable. GB Remanufacturing April
3rd, Posted by fuel injector. July 3rd, Posted by Partsgeek rocks!! February 28th, Posted by
blazer spider injector. September 30th, Posted by Cindy Doumar. May 16th, Posted by
Michelemckiss. February 26th, Posted by Exact fit. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Blazer.
I hope I can take some of the Dark Voodoo power away from the notorious Vortec injection
spider. Well you have a few choices 1. Junk the p. I am not responsible for any kind of damage
or injury you may cause yourself or your car. At this point you have pulled the injectors from
the fuel meter body, you have your injector reseal kit with all of the o-rings napa and everyone
else has them. They need to be able to hold 60lbs of fuel pressure. Ford uses quite a bit of it, as
does BMW. You will need the following in addition to your o-ring kit 1. Carb Cleaner 2. Sea Foam
in a can "Deep Creep" 3. An air compressor with blow gun. As soon as you pull the poppet out
of the water start to work it out of the tubing with two pairs of pliers. You will only have a few
second at a time to work the poppet out before it needs to go back in the pot. Be gentle and it
will come out. If you are using a heat gun it only takes a few seconds to work it out, but if you
over heat the tubing it will become brittle and increase the chance of making your problem
much worse. Great you got that tiny little thing out! Don't lose it!!!! The poppet is designed to
open at about 40lbs of pressure. So l like to start there. Set your regulator to 45lbs. Insert
poppet into blow gun nozzle, or ring up some rubber tubing and clamps to hold firmly. Give it a
45lb shot of air. Take the blowgun from its quick connect and fill it with carb cleaner. Give it
another shot of air, if nothing crank it up to 60lbs. Now all thats left is getting the poppet back
on the hose. Heat the hose like you did before. Heating only the very end will help you keep
from kinking. Slowly press the poppet back in, don't rush it. The O-ring set comes with
instructions follow them. Make sure you don't have any leaks before you seal up the upper
intake manifold!!! Drive around for 50 or 60 thousand miles and repeat the process and save
some hard earned cash. I just want to sayi have a 96 tahoe4x4 miles every thing was great about
it til the tune up. Question 2 years ago on Introduction. Hi so I had some guy working on my 99
Tahoe 5. Cause it still wasn't turning on. Well it all started from replacing fuel pump. I replaced
the fuel filter then fuel fuse relay, ignition coil distrubitor rotor spark plugs and Tahoe turns on
but only for about 2 seconds then off. Then after him checking the fuel pressure, it catches fire
and I quickly got it out. Now I'm here trying to work on it myself. Unsure what he did wrong to it
cause I've noticed some screws missing ect. Can u tell me what u see plz. Answer 9 months
ago. Hi with the Chevy Vortec a lot of them had a security pass lock. Starts shuts off. So to fix
will take about 35 minutes. Get inside the vehicle. Turn key on. Window radio nothing. It had to
be undesturbed while doing this. After 10 full minutes turn off and back on for 10 minutes.
Answer 2 years ago. It also has a history of failing due to varnish buildup, I would use Marvel
Mistry in the fuel tank at least once a month to keep it clean. If you remove the fuel filter under
the vehicle and dead head the fuel pump you will need at least 70 to 80 psi if not consider a
possible pump problem. Question 2 years ago. I have a 96 Chevy 5. I don't have any fuel
pressure on the fuel rail. I've replaced the spider, coil, ignition module, fuel pump, fuel pump
relay, crank sensor, plugs. If I take the core out of the fuel rail where you hook up the pressure
tester at it will shoot fuel out, put it back in and still no fuel pressure. Any help would be greatly
appreciated. Answer 1 year ago. Now check for fuel at rail. Question 1 year ago. I was working
on my chevrolet silverado classic body 4. Hi, I'm attempting this job. Can you tell me how to get
the injectors out of the fuel metering body, and how to get those pinch clips off of the poppet
ends? That was about a year ago. Yesterday it just stopped I popped the hood and noticed the

top cap on the module has leftover because the little snaps are broken I pulled the whole
module back in place with vice grip and put the cap back on it cranked right up. Now my
problem is what can I do to hold the cap down in place. Maybe drill a very small hole and screw
from the sides? I went with option 6. Just picked up a 96 Jimmy that is very clean,rust free and
fresh paint, plan was to swap the into it because the blazer rusted away, but I think I will try
option 5 first. I have a 96 tahoe 5. Thanks lisa. Reply 2 years ago. HI Lisa, the first thing I would
do is check the impulses from the computer to the injectors this can be done with a test noid
light, do not use a test light or ground any of the computer circuits, wire the noid light 5v in
place of the injector and then turn over the engine to see it it flashes. The timing of this unit is
set by the computer itself but the synchronizing of the cam sensor and crank sensor must be
within 2 degrees adjusted by turning the dist I did a timing chain.. I had a problem with injector 8
showing as a p misfire. So l replaced everything plugs, wires, distr cap, rotar, ignition coil, and
the problem still remained. I took mine to a dealership because I wanted to be absolutely sure it
was the injection. After a quote of bucks, I decided that I could do the job myself. From the pics
below, you can see that the fuel leaked into my intake and was burned leaving a residue. I did
the replacement following a youtube video and I wanted to give back to the web community.
Reply 4 years ago. I have a p random misfire and ive changed everything. Plugs ,wires , all vac
lines. Distributor, fuel filter clean maf sensor egr valve manafold gaskets uper and lower and
valve cover gaskets. Still cant get the check engine light off. Could this be my problem? One of
the problems I've faced on these units in my shop and the mileage idea is just wrong as I've got
K miles on my Astro and so far no repairs other than one fuel pump. They will occasionally
rupture there and even though the engine starts well cold, once warmed up and restarted, it will
be flooded and pop a code like you have. This causes all sorts of thoughts that there's a
problem in the ignition system which is an easy primary voltage test. That's usually a red
herring. I can't believe that this is such a mystery. Changing batteries and starters is so 'way out
in let field that I shudder at the sheer expense of not doing a thorough diagnosis of the real
problem first. Sounds like my issue so I would say yes. I mentioned all that I had done to my
truck to the service guys at the Chevy house and they did their diagnostics to find out.
Honestly, you get to a point where it couldn't be anything else. If your model is around the same
age and mileage k it's likely that the problem is the Spider injector. So my 96 Blazer decided she
wasnt going to start one day and after replacing fuel pump relays. Spark plugs ans wires. Temp
sensor. And discovering it does stay on with starting fluid sprayed but only as long as it is
being sprayed.. Im assuming this is my next attempt Cleaning the injectors? Any advice? My
truck starts only once for 3 seconds if that then dies and wont fire up again.. Just continues to
kil my battery from more failed attempts to start. No codes either. By krhagerich Follow. More by
the author:. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed Artwork by
cfb70 in Woodworking. Reply Upvote. JoM95 Question 2 years ago on Introduction. Answer
Upvote. Billchev JoM95 Answer 9 months ago. Markthemechanic JoM95 Answer 2 years ago.
Cotton stoker Question 2 years ago. PatrickB Cotton stoker Answer 1 year ago. Don chingon
Question 1 year ago. JohnK 1 year ago on Step 1. Billstarklauf 1 year ago on Step 4. RobR2 2
years ago. Redbandit72 4 years ago. Markthemechanic Redbandit72 Reply 2 years ago. PeteP38
Question 2 years ago. PeteP38 Question 2 years ago on Introduction. Do you have to take the
plenum of the moter to do this task and I'm working on a 99 vortect! Dave85 5 years ago on
Introduction. JeremyS Dave85 Reply 4 years ago. JoeV24 JeremyS Reply 4 years ago. Dave85
JeremyS Reply 4 years ago. ChevyBlazeiT96 4 years ago. Skip to main content. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed
this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle.
Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you
ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new
window or tab. Seller information ragged Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See
all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine - Read
item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Brownstown,
Pennsylvania, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new

window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Visit my eBay store. Sign up for newsletter. Search
Store. Items On Sale. Store Categories. Store home. Shipping and handling. The seller has not
specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or
exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or
tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Images sell! Create
your brand with Auctiva's Customizable Templates. Change country: -Select- United States
There are 1 items available. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Consumer complained about a
fuel injection system problem. Consumer took the vehicle to the dealer and received many
different stories of remedy. Consumer asked the dealer to check the fuel tank, and the dealer
refused to check it. Then, consumer contacted the manufacturer, and was told by the
manufacturer that dealerships were independently owned, and there was nothing they could do.
Consumer stated that while driving and without warning, the egr valve failed, which caused the
brakes to fail. Dealer notified. The mixing with the fuel was the biggest problem. When it rained
or was cold the truck ran rough. The service light came on when the vehicle had run rough more
than once, noise was present and there was a smell of burnt wires and the ignition switch was
replaced, the brake pedal seemed soft on more than one occasion and the master cylinder and
other brake components were replaced to try and solve the problem, the cd player had not
worked since the ignition switch was changed, the rear windshield wipers had become
inoperative, a noise would occur when turning but was not duplicated, and the muffler tail pipe
had fallen off and rusted due to carbon build-up. The egr valve was cleaned but the problem
persisted. The mechanic stated that in order to perform a proper job, the excessive carbon build
up in the upper and lower intake manifold which effected the egr pendel, and the 02 sensor
could cause a problem with the exhaust system, catalytic converter, fuel pump, the brakes, etc.
The brakes squeaked, there were no dash lights, no air conditioning, and no 4-wheel drive. The
fuel injections needed to be checked, and there were two recall stickers on the engine. The rear
wiper motor, fuel injectors and brakes were replaced. Cp injector said to be leaking internally
causing engine to run rich. Experiencing very rough idle, poor gas mileage, foul smell and hard
start. Egr valve needs replacing again 2nd time in less than 2 years. Search CarComplaints. This
cpi unit has been replaced several times by others owning this same vehicle. Vehicle stalls
when coming to a stop, has stalled 5 times. Consumer received letter form Chevrolet stating leg
valve needs to be replaced. This has been done, but it did not remedy problem. This is the
second time I've replaced injector. The first time was a few years back. Vehicle makes a
clunking noise when turning or riding over bumpy streets. Dealer confirmed that upper and
lower ball joints on each side needed replacing, and models were having a common problem.
Service technician stated problem has caused accidents and referred consumer to personnel.
Consumer also complains that gasoline was leaking out of the injection bulk head, causing the
fuel injection to fail, consumer repaired at own expense, when consumer notified manufactuer
hot line of condition, manufacturer was only aware of this condition in the state of California
where there are recalls for the fuel injection system. Blazer was purchased in , 1st problem in
replaced mufflers.. The cooling sysyem has failed having to be replaced and flushed twice in the
last thirteen months and is still making the same noise we have heard for the last year and a
half. The fuel injectors have been replaced twice in the last fourteen months! The extended
warranty is up on this vehicle in one year. My question to Chevrolet is who will incur these
costs that both GM and the dealer admitted to being product problems!!!! Vehicle showed a
noticable decrease in gas mileage, also rough engine start and as many as six attempts to start

engine, was advised by mechanic after performing diagnostic, found that the engine lost
pressure at an accellerated rate, where it should have taken 25 to 30 minutes to loose 15
pounds of pressure, it took under 3 minutes, fuel pressire regulator has failed twice since
ownership of vehicle and Pulling into a parking lot, right ball joint broke. Also, when leaving a
parking lot, fuel injector failed, causing hydraulic brakes are terrible. Egr valve replaced. Chevy
only recalled 96 or newer and there has been over 60 complaints logged about this. When is
there going to be a recall on the egr valve. I now need to replace it again. I have also complained
to Chevy regarding my brakes. I have had to replace my brakes every 6 months since I bought
my car. The dealer told me brakes are not covered under warranty, that it is normal wear and
tear of the vehicle. I have also been having problems with the fuel injection system. Other year
vehicle have recalled these problems but not for the Blazer. The central port injection system
failed and was replaced, the dealer stated that this failure could have started a fire, the vehicle
experienced a hard start, rough idle, and appeared not to be feeding gas properly. No summary
listed for above vehicle. Fuel system replaced twice within 10 months of one another.
Windshield wiper motor replaced once at my expense then again after it failed a second time
finally through a recall campaign I feel it will fail again due to the same soldering problem. Cpi
unit is in need of replacement, cpi unit is part of the fuel injection system. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. In this article I'll show you how. TIP 2: You'll be
working around fuel gasoline , which is extremely flammable. Safety first -be careful, use
common sense and think and act safety all of the time. I recommend buying a repair manual for
these instructions. TIP 4: To test the Spider fuel injector assembly, you do not need to remove
the intake manifold's plenum. The photo I'm using, in this article, shows the Plenum off just to
make it easier to explain the test. How can you tell them apart? Also, when anything fails in the
CPI type system, you have to replace the entire f
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uel injector assembly. In the CSFI system, all parts can be replaced individually. The fuel
pressure regulator is infamous for leaking fuel from its vacuum inlet nipple. When this happens,
the engine can suffer backfire explosions in the plenum due to the leaking fuel that catch the
nylon plastic fuel injector lines on fire. The end result is more fuel leaking into the intake
manifold and causing some of the following symptoms:. OK, the very first test you'll need to do,
to get to the bottom of the issue, is to do a fuel pressure leak down test, let's turn the page and
find out more. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying
purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1
Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 4. Applies To:. Chevrolet Vehicles:. Do
NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site!

